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Animal Movers (Series 1)

13 x 30'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Paws Over Maui

James prepares to deliver a pair of Rhodesian Ridgebacks to Maui. After a crazy work day, he
begins to wonder if his team can hold the fort while he is gone.

2. The Tortoise and the Hare Raising Cobra

We head to Jules Sylvester’s ‘Snake Pit’ to transport a deadly Cobra, while Will embarks on a
400-mile journey into the desert to move 300 tortoises.

3. Ciao Vasco

A new adventure begins for a world-renowned chef and his beloved German Shepherd as James
ships Vasco from Las Vegas to Pisa, Italy. Also in this episode, Miguel has a rendezvous with a
Newfie, his favourite breed of dog.

4. The Kentucky Derby

James is at the fastest two minutes in sports, the Kentucky Derby, with world famous
thoroughbred trainer Bob Baffert. Derby contender Midnight Interlude makes the journey from
Santa Anita to Louisville to Run for the Roses!

5. Night at the Aquarium

On a family trip to San Diego, James stops by the Birch Aquarium and discovers how to move
living coral – one of the smallest animals in the ocean. Later, the team find out why transporting
coral can help save natural reef systems like the Great Barrier Reef.

6. Dog Tails

Every dog has its day in this travel-filled, tail-wagging episode. First, the team follow Kip the
rescue dog as he starts a new life in Zurich. Then, Samson the Great Dane prepares for his
journey to Australia.
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7. Bird is NOT the Word!

Birds might fly, but travelling by plane is a whole new experience. A routine move becomes a
nightmare when birds are denied clearance to fly, leaving a mess for James to untangle.

8. Hula Hooves - Part 1

You can lead a horse to water, and this one will dive right in! Jasper the draft horse travels from
the High Desert of California to his new home on Hawaii’s North Shore. Then three hilarious, hairy
Alpacas join Jasper on his journey to paradise.

9. Hula Hooves - Part 2

The horse and alpaca journey continues…

10. Dogs on the Doorstep

James finds himself caring for two adorable Cocker Spaniels which were abandoned in his front
yard. This uplifting story about lost dogs finding a home will leave you wondering who rescued
whom? Also, how do you move three skunks and a Serval Cat from Nashville to Malaysia?
Carefully!

11. Operation Wolf Rescue - Part 1

James and a crew of volunteers struggle to save twenty-eight Wolves in five days. These wolves,
marked for extermination, will face certain death if they can’t be moved from a roadside tourist
attraction in Alaska to a Wolf Sanctuary in California.

12. Operation Wolf Rescue - Part 2

The rescue continues...

13. Operation Wolf Rescue - Part 3

The rescue continues...


